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Global Control and
European Tensions

“Gentlemen, we must speak more loudly and more honestly! We must say

openly that indeed the higher races have a right over the lower races... |

repeat, that the superior races havea right because they have a duty. They

have the duty to civilize the inferior races...”

—French PremierJules Ferry, “On French Colonial Expansion,” Speech to French
Chamberof Deputies, 1884

Essential Question: What causedtheintensification of Europeanefforts at

global control and the resulting tensions among the

Great Powers?

A: the beginning of the Age of Imperialism, the expansion by European

powers into Asia and Africa increased global tensions. During the Berlin

Conference of 1884-1885, the European powers established guidelines for

the “carving up” of Africa for colonization. Germany’s Otto von Bismarck

had called the conference to maintain peace and stability among the European
powers. Bismarck’s role as a brokerfor stability eventually led to his dismissal

in 1890 by Kaiser Wilhelm II. The Kaiser sought a more aggressive foreign

policy than Bismarck desired.
InAsia, European nations and businessesalso sought access to raw materials

and new markets. By the turn of the 20th century, colonial exploitation, global

markets, and resistance movements created increased tensions throughout the

world, as European countries established new colonial empires.

Motivesof Imperialism in Africa and Asia

The Industrial Revolution had a dramatic impact on Europe’s economy.

Industrialized powers desired access to raw materials such asoil, diamonds,

rubber, and manganeseto fuel their factories. They also desired new markets

in whichto sell their mass-produced goods. In the 19th century, imperialist
Europeanstates competed with each otherto control Africa and Asia in order

to obtain raw materials and sell finished products. Europeans justified the

subjugation of people around the world by portraying them as racially and

culturally inferior.
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5. The decline of the Ottoman Empire prompted the Crimean War.

6. Russia undertook internal reforms to achieve modern industrialization.

7. Tsar AlexanderII ordered the emancipation of Russian serfs.

8. German Kaiser Wilhelm II dismissed Chancellor Bismarck.

9. The Great Powers militarized and formed complex alliances.

10. An assassin murdered Archduke Franz Ferdinandin Sarajevo.
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Otto von Bismarck wasa favorite of cartoonists. His bushy

eyebrows, large mustache, and spiked helmet (shown onthe side)
made him very recognizable. Here, a Frenchartist portrayed him

as a cat, a commentary on Bismarck’s ability to plan carefully
before leapinginto action.

Credit: Getty Images
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Search for Raw Materials and Markets

As European colonies in North America and South America sought and
acquired their independence, European governments andcapitalists focused
on new markets in Asia and Africa, both of which provided Europeanswith
access to needed natural resources, markets to sell their manufactured goods,
andsources for new investmentsuch asrailroads.

Trade with China Since the 18th century, European powers had been
trading in Asia. In China, European nations hoped to create a favorable
balanceoftrade with the Chinese —atotal value of exports greater than the
value of imports—in order to gain fair prices on Chinese goodssuchastea,
silk, and porcelain. Tea accounted for 60 percent of England’s trade with
China. However, the British produced no goods that the Chinese wanted to
buy, makingit difficult to achieve a favorable balanceof trade. But then the
British began smuggling the addictive drug opium into China in the early
1800s. Chinese leaders protested, but the British defendedtheir actions on the
principle of free trade. When a Chineseofficial destroyed a large quantity of
opium seized from British traders, the British started the Opium War against
the Chinese. The British won the war, and the Chinese were forced to accept
the following termsin the Treaty ofNanking in August of 1842:

> British took control of Hong Konguntil 1997.

° China opened five ports of tradeto the British.

° China compensated Britain $21 million insilver.

From this point on, China gradually became more and more accessible
to European powers. While China became a vital market to Europeans, many
Chinese never forgave their governmentforfailing to protect them from the
opium trade. China’s humiliating defeat in the Opium War would contribute to
a rebellion against European imperialism in the late 1890s andto the overthrow
of the Qing Dynasty in 1911.

England in India Following the Seven Years’ War, the British East India
Company acquired sole rights to trade in India. In 1857, Indians rebelled
unsuccessfully against British dominancein the Sepoy Rebellion. (This event,
also known as The Indian Rebellion of 1857, the Sepoy Mutiny, The Indian
Uprising, and The First War of Indian Independence, is discused later in this
chapter). Britain’s Queen Victoria then took direct control of India in order to
protect this vital territory, allowing Britain to profit greatly from the export of
India’s tea, indigo, coffee, and cotton. Moreover, with more than 300 million
Indian subjects, the British were able to sell manufactured goodsto the Indian
people, creating additional profit for factories in Great Britain. While Britain
exploited India’s natural resources and subjects, it also invested in railroad
construction and increased access to education for the people ofIndia.
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Looking to Africa Forcenturies, Europeans had considered Africa south

of the Sahara as the “dark continent,” because they lacked accurate maps and

knowledgeofthe interior. The British and Dutch began to explore Africa in

the 19th century. By 1914, Europeanscontrolled all of Africa except Liberia

and Ethiopia. They used Africans as poorly paid miners or farm workers. In

central Africa, King LeopoldII of Belgium used the Congoleseasslave labor.

NationalRivalry

Rivalries between Europeannationsfostered imperial competition,as the great

powers of Europe fought for strategic locations that offered human capital

(workers), geographical advantages,and natural resources. In particular, Great

Britain, the leader of the Industrial Revolution, competed with France and

Germany (after Kaiser Wilhelm II dismissed his Chancellor Bismarck and

began his aggressiveforeign policy) for territory in Asia and Africa.

The Berlin Conference In 1884-1885, Otto von Bismarck of Germany

hosted the Berlin Conference to ensure the peaceful expansion of European

powers into Africa. As industrialized European nations sought the natural

resources available in Africa, tensions mounted among European nations such

as Belgium, GreatBritain, and France as each nation wanted valuable land in

Africa, in a process that became known as the “Scramble for Africa.”

Bismarck, considered an “honest broker” with little interest in African

territory for Germany, negotiated a peaceful and orderly conference to divide

up the African continent. Bismarck soughtstability in order to consolidate

Germanstrength and keep France from formingthreateningalliances.

During a series of meetings in Berlin, the leaders of the European powers

peaceably agreed to colonial boundaries and trade arrangements in Africa. In

addition, the powers agreed to the free movementof goods on Africa’s major

rivers such as the NigerRiver and the Congo River.

 

  
Imperial Power |Countries Today
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» Sudan
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+ Zimbabwe
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Portugal + Angola
+ Mozambique

Belgium » Congo
 

    Italy » Somalia
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Nationalistic Motives With more than 11 million square miles ofterritory,
Great Britain possessed the largest empire in the world by the beginning of the
20th century. Great Britain had acquired valuableterritory in strategic locations
such as India, Egypt, and South Africa. Despite its power, Great Britain faced
competition from the French and Germansfor overseas power:

¢ During the Scramble for Africa, France had solidified its claims on
most of WestAfrica. In addition,it acquired large parts ofNorth Africa,
which containedvital natural resources suchas iron ore and petroleum.

° At the Berlin Conference, Bismarck negotiated for territory in central
Africa, where Germanyexploited the mining industry. In addition,this
central African territory blocked Great Britain’s hopes of creating a
railroad from Cairo, Egypt to Cape Town,South Africa.

As each European power becamestronger, tension over the control of
colonies increased. In particular, Germany began to threaten Great Britain’s
dominance. Germany wasrapidly building its industrial base. This madeit
more dependent on international trade and a stronger potential military foe.
In addition, after Wilhelm II dismissed Bismarck in 1890, Germany adopted a
more aggressive foreign policy.

Myths of Cultural and Racial Superiority

Asthe European powers expandedinto Africa and Asia, imperialists justified
this expansion and subjugation by claiming cultural andracial superiority.
Europeans believed they were civilizing the world by spreading their Western
ideals to “less developed”peoples. Europeans assumedthatothercivilizations
wereless civilized.

The White Man’s Burden In the late 19th century, Herbert Spencer, a
British sociologist and anthropologist, began applying, however incorrectly,
Darwin’s principles of evolution to social groups. Spencer used Darwin’s idea
of“survivalofthe fittest” in comparing cultures. Spencerstressedthatdifferent
ethnicities and classes had progressed to be more advanced and sophisticated
than others. This idea, called Social Darwinism, provided European nations
with the rationale that they were actually helping less developed Asian and
African peoples by colonizing them.

Rudyard Kipling,a British subjectliving in India, exemplified thisattitude
in his poem “The White Man’s Burden” in 1899, Kipling described the
native people as “Half-devil and half-child,” insisting that European powers
must“Send forth the best ye breed” to end famine, laziness, and diseasein less
developedparts of the world.

Mission Civilisatrice Imperialists stressed that the colonization ofAfrica
and Asia wasa “civilizing mission,” as Europeansspread the ideals ofWestern
civilization across the world. The French term Mission Civilisatrice, meaning
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“The Civilizing Mission,” was not a new concept. It had been employed in

the Age of Exploration and supported during the Enlightenment. Europeans

stressed the importance ofindoctrinating indigenous peoples aroundthe world

to accept Western ideals of religion and government.

For example, the French, under the leadership of Jules Ferry, wanted to

“civilize” France’s West African colonies by teaching Christianity, requiring

people to speak French, and encouraging the adoption of French fashion. The

French colonial administration hoped that if people adopted French culture,

they would also share French values about equality andliberty.

While initially occupied with West Africa, the French governmentalso

saw an opportunity to colonize Southeast Asia. This region, heavily influenced

by Indian and Chineseculture, was known as Indochina. Today,it includes the

countries ofVietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.
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Thecreatorof this drawing suggested that over time, Darwinism would makepeopletaller, smarter,

and moreattractive.

Credit: Getty Images
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Industrial and Technological Developments
As the second half of the 19th century progressed, the industrial and
technological developments in Europeaided the expansion ofglobal empires.
In particular, during the Second Industrial Revolution (see Chapter 13),
Europeans acquired the technological tools and scientific means to more
effectively establish empires in Asia and Africa.

Developmentof Military and Medical Technologies

While European powers possessed smaller armies than the native people,
Europeanswere able to conquer large amounts ofland because ofdevelopments
in weaponry and medicine.

Advances in Weaponry Military technology gave Europeansthe ability
to conquerlarger but less well-armed people who used primitive weaponry.
Their technology allowed Europeannations to use less manpower and fewer
economic resources in the process of building global empires. Two important
phasesof the revolution in weaponry were:

° The muzzle-loading musket was upgradedto a rifled barrel—a spiraled
barrel, spinning the bullet and thus creating greater accuracy—and
oblong, or Minié bullets, also improving accuracy.

° Two new weapons—the breechloader Maxim gun(easier to load than
the musketandableto fire eleven bullets per second) and the machine
gun—both increasedfiring speed and accuracy and reduced the need
for larger military forces.

The development of
weaponssuch as the
Maxim gun made
war more deadly than

previously. The British
used it widely in the

colonial conflicts.

 

Credit: Getty Images
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Advances in Microbiology In the 19th century, medical science expanded

rapidly as scientists employed the scientific methods and research to make

improvements in disease prevention and reduce the mortality rate. Research

by Louis Pasteur and Joseph Lister was ground breaking. (To review these

improvements in medical treatments, see Chapter 14.) Advances in medical

care had an important impact on military power. They allowed European

militaries to vaccinate troops and provide a healthy surgical environment for

injured soldiers. Microbiologythus decreasedbattlefield mortality rates, which

made the military more effective and efficient.

Preventing Malaria In Africa, the disease malaria had prevented

Europeans from exploring the interior of the continent. While dysentery and

yellow fever also contributed to European morality, malaria was the primary

disease that killed Europeans. With limited immunity, Europeans could

conducttrade only on the coasts ofAfrica. In the 19th century, Frenchscientists

discovered a treatment for malaria by extracting quinine from the bark of

a tree found in South America. With the mass production of the treatment,

Europeans were able to enter the African interior without fear of contracting

malaria. Medical science had provided Europeanexplorersand capitalists with

the biological tools to exploit the African interior.

Improvements in Communication and Transportation

As European colonial empires expanded across Asia and Africa, Europeans

developed innovations in communication andtransportation, allowing them

greater access to colonial territories. Technologies such as the telegraph

(see Chapter 13) brought faster communication, while steamships allowed

Europeans to move people and goods with greater speed.

Advances in Transportation Technology To improve accessto colonial

possessions, European powersincreased their speed and navigation with the

railroad and steamship. The steamship gave European soldiers, explorers, and

capitalists the ability to travel up and downrivers without relying on windor

currents. MacgregorLaird, a British explorer and proponentof steam power,

noted, “By his [James Watt’s] invention every river is laid open to us, time

and distance are shortened.” Over time European powers armed the steam-

poweredboats, turning them into gunboats.

Once European powers acquired colonial possessions, they invested time

and money into building infrastructure—in particular, railroads. Railroads

allowed Europeans to create rapid transportation networks within colonial

territories in order to move raw materials and resources to ports more quickly.

In India,the British Empire built 22,000 milesofrailroad.In Africa,the railroad

allowed Europeans to connect rivers and lakes with a clear transportation

route. By 1907,the industrial powers had built 168,000 miles ofrailroad tracks

beyond Europe and the UnitedStates.

Opening the Suez Canal Europeans had begun using canals to connect

waterwaysinthe early 19th century. In 1869, the Suez Canalopened, connecting

the Mediterranean Sea with the Red Sea and Indian Ocean. European ships no
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longer neededto travel around Africa to gain access to Asian ports. Instead, a
three-day trip on the Suez Canal shortened the voyage to India by more than
5,000 miles, allowing easier movementof goodsandtroops. In 1887,electric
lighting was addedto the canalallowing for safer and fastertravel.

Advances in Communication Technology Thetelegraph and undersea
cable transformed European communications with their colonial empires.
In the early 19th century, people used the system of “dashes” and “dots”
known as Morse Code(see Chapter 13) to transmit messages by telegraph
over long distances. While the telegraph wasinitially used only across land,
European and American capitalists and inventors developed undersea cables
to communicate across bodies of water such as the Atlantic Ocean. By the
1860s, people on the European continent could communicaterelatively rapidly
with their counterparts in North America, and by 1890, Great Britain could
communicate with all ofits Asian and African colonies. A sendercould relay a
message from India to Englandin only five hours. European powersthus had
“instant” communication with their colonies.

Imperial Tensions and Debate

Imperial conquest affected European society and diplomacy by increasing
domestic and international tensions. While diplomacy initially allowed for
the “peaceful carving up” ofAfrica, over time, imperialism strained European
alliances. In Europe,critics began to debate the ethics and economic value of
imperialism, while artists and writers used their skills to intensify the debate.

Diplomatic Tensions Increase

Bismarck hadsuccessfully held the Berlin Conference andutilized alliances to
maintain the balance ofpower and ensure peace in Europeat the beginning of
the Age ofImperialism; butby the turn of the 20th century, diplomatic tensions
among Great Britain, France, and Germany had becomestrained, resulting
in conflicts in Sudan and Morocco. (To review the increasingly aggressive
foreign policy of Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm II, see Chapter 16.)

FashodaCrisis In 1898, British-French tensions escalated in Africa over
railroads, France wantedrail lines to unify an African empire from the Niger
Riverin West Africa to the Nile River in East Africa. Britain wanted to create
a railroad networkfrom Cairo, Egypt, to Cape Town, South Africa.

Thetwogreat powers cameinto conflict in Fashoda, Sudan, in what became
known as the Fashoda Crisis. There, British and French colonial authorities
disputed the ownership oftheterritory, and both nations sent military forces
into the region. Within a few days, France withdrewits military and conceded
theterritory to Britain, recognizing the strength of Great Britain’s military as
well as the need for a strong Europeanally in future wars, given the increasing
competition from Germany. In 1904, France and Britain agreed to the Entente
Cordiale (see Chapter 16), recognizing French andBritish colonialterritories
and formally acknowledging British-French friendship.
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Moroccan Crises Tension between Germany and France escalated over

a territorial dispute in Morocco. Since the 19th century, France had wanted to

control North Africanterritories, as evidenced by their acquisitionsat the 1884

Berlin Conference. Aspart of the 1904 Entente Cordiale, Britain recognized

France’s sphere ofinfluence in Morocco,and France recognized Great Britain’s

sphere ofinfluence in Egypt. A sphereofinfluenceis an area of control over a

foreign territory, often for commercial purposes.

Germany disliked the British-French agreement and in 1905 and 1911

supported Moroccanrebellions against French rule. The crisis ended with

Morocco becoming a protectorate—a country that is controlled and protected

by a more powerful country—ofFrance. The dispute over Morocco did not

bring war, since Germanydid not have the support of its allies, while France

had backing from Britain. However, tensions between Germany and France

intensified as a result ofthe conflict, further strengthening the alliance between

France and Britain.

Debates over Colonial Acquisition

While many Europeanssupported imperialism, disagreements aboutit affected

European society and culture, as writers and artists debated the necessity

and ethics of colonial empires. Writers Joseph Conrad and E. D. Morel

documented the mistreatment of Africans and questioned the morality of

imperialism. John A. Hobson and Vladimir Lenin wrote about and debated

the economic viability of imperialism. European visualartists, influenced by

non-Western cultures, created stylist changes that also brought to light the

colonization and treatment of non-Western cultures.

Conradand Morel While European capitalists and governments benefited

from the new markets and abundance of raw materials, others debated the

ethics of imperialism.In the 1890s, novelist Joseph Conradvisited the Belgian

Congo and witnessedthe harshrealities of imperialism. In 1899, he published

the story Heart ofDarkness depicting the immoral treatmentofthe Congolese

by King Leopold II of Belgium. Conrad described how European colonizers

abused andstarved the native peoples ofAfrica.

At the same time, E. D. Morel, a shipping clerk in England, recognized the

unethicaltrading practices in the Congo. The Berlin Conferencehadsetthe rules

for the Congo as a “free trade” region; yet, the Belgians were shipping in large

amountsofillegal military supplies. After further investigation, Morel noted that

Belgian capitalists were stripping the Congolese oftheir economic autonomy by

restricting free trade and abolishing fair wages. In 1902, Morel made hisfirst

public speech on the mistreatment of the Congolese. While Conrad and Morel

would not effect change in theirlifetimes, their desire to educate the public on

the implications of imperialism would impactfuture generations.

Hobson While figures such as Conrad and Morel objected to imperialism

from an ethical standpoint, some economists criticized imperialism because

they believed it was not a profitable or sound economic policy. In 1902,

British economist John A. Hobson published Imperialism: A Study, arguing
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that imperialism “jeopardized the entire wealth of the nation” andinsisting
that imperialism made the European economy dependent on unstable markets.
Moreover, Hobson believed that imperialism required European nations to
invest in foreign infrastructure as well as spending larger amounts on the
military. Hobson thus believed that imperialism wasnot beneficial in the long
run for European powers.

Lenin While Hobson outlined detrimental economiceffects ofimperialism
on capitalist nations, Vladimir Lenin stressed philosophical reasons against
imperialism. Lenin declared that imperialism was “the monopoly stage of
capitalism.” As a prominent Communist Party leader in Russia in the early
20th century, Lenin wanted to expose the exploitation of colonized people.
In his essay “Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism,” Lenin insisted
that European nations plundered the world for their own self-interest and that
imperialism wouldinspire a global revolution againstcapitalism.

Gauguin and Picasso Aswell asinfluencing writers ofthe time, encounters

with non-Western cultures also influenced the styles and subject matter ofvisual
artists, further stoking debates over colonialism. From 1880 to 1905, Post-
impressionistartists like Paul Gauguin and Pablo Picasso gained inspiration
from and used non-European subjects in their art, expressing their visions
through the striking use of color and light. Primitivism thus emerged as an
artistic style, as artists sought toillustrate the unblemished“perfection”ofnative
peoplesliving in a more “natural”state than Europeans. Gauguin usedhis art to
illustrate the beauty ofwhathecalled the “savageinstinct,” untainted by Western
civilization. In the 1890s, Gauguin traveled through the Pacific and spent time
in Tahiti, where he was inspired to portray the native women in works such as
“Sacred Spring, Sweet Dreams”and “Seedofthe Areoi.”

Shortly before Gauguin died, Pablo Picasso became exposed to his works,
and the beauty of their simplified forms. Exposure to Gauguin’s primitivism
caused Picasso to reconsider form and beauty beyondthe social andartistic
conventions ofhis era. Disillusioned with his own society, Picasso became
inspired by primitivism and studied non-Europeanart forms such as African
masks. While Picasso neverleft Europe, non-Europeanart and subjects inspired
him to paint formsin a new mannerasseenin “Les Demoiselles d’Avignon”in
1907. Picasso both manipulated the form ofthe subject and altered the subject
itself, which would lead to the early 20th century artistic movement known as
Cubism,featuring abstract images based on geometric forms.

Colonial Challenges to Imperialism
While imperialism had both positive and negative effects on the colonizing
Europeannations, they were not the only regions affected by change. Asian
and African nations may have benefitted to some extent from modernized
societies and economies, but not without dramatic problems. Nationalist
movements in colonized regions challenged European imperialism and sought
self-determination with varying degrees of success.
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Resistancein Africa

SomeAfrican nations and localized groups resisted European imperialism. In

the case of the Zulus, their attempts to rebel against the British eventually

failed while the Ethiopians successfully defeated Italian troops.

Zulu Resistance In 1843, the British occupied Natal and Zululand in

Southern Africa. Zulu miners there worked in Britain’s profitable diamond

mines. In 1872, the leader of the Zulu people decided to resist British rule

and organized 40,000 meninto a disciplined army. The British demanded the

Zulus disarm, but by 1879, when the Zulus continued to maintain a defensive

posture, the British sent in military personnel to suppress the Zulus.Initially,

the British suffered defeats by the native forces, but after six months the British

defeated the Zulu and forced them to surrender. By the end of the century,

Great Britain formally annexed Natal and Zululand, and Zulu resistance to

British imperialism ended.

Ethiopia Resists Successfully Ethiopia represents one of the most

successful attempts to resist European imperialism in Africa. The emperor of

Ethiopia recognized that European nations, especially Italy, wanted to control

East Africa. To ensure that Ethiopia could defenditself, the emperor purchased

modern weapons such asrifles from France and Russia, who profited from

the sale of these weapons. However, Italy claimed Ethiopia as a protectorate

and Italian troops began to occupy parts of the region. Ethiopia declared war

on Italy. At the Battle of Adwa (1896), Ethiopian forces defeated theItalian

troops, leading to Italy’s eventual withdrawal. Ethiopia successfully defeated

the Italians and maintainedtheir independenceinto the 20th century.

Resistance in Asia

Similarly to Africa, Asian nations experienced some limited success when

challenging European imperialism, particularly in India and China. Japan

represented one of the few successful movements that prevented European

occupation through imitation of Western modernization.

Sepoy Rebellion Since the 1600s, the British East India Company had

operated profitable trading ports in India. The Industrial Revolution made

India especially important to the British economy, because India provided raw

materials such as cotton for British factories. India also provided markets for

British manufactured goods. India was the “Jewel in the British Crown.”

Over time, the British gained powerful influence over Indian politics.

By 1857, the British East India Companystaffed a private army with British

officers and sepoy, or Indian soldiers, who were mostly Hindus or Muslims.

British officers hadlittle contact with the sepoy.

The sepoy were discontented with the growing presence of Christian

missionaries and felt that Great Britain was attempting to undermine their

HinduandIslamic faiths. Yet the discontent went well beyond the sepoy. Much

of Indian society resented British rule, the rapid pace of Westernization, and

the degrading of their own rulers andtraditions.
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In 1857, the sepoy mutinied after hearing unconfirmed rumors that the

British were coating cartridges in beef or pork fat, which violated the sacred
tenets of both Hindus and Muslims. The mutiny began in March 1857 with a
single attack. It spread across Delhi, Agra, Kanpur, and Lucknow. Initially, the
British military had only 23,000 troops, whichlimited their ability to suppress
the mutiny. Overtime they were successful. The British defeated the sepoy and
officially declared peace in July of 1858.

However,reprisals may have continuedfor as long as a decade.Historians
do not agree on the numberof deaths during the rebellion, but some estimate
that 100,000 Indians may havebeen killed during reprisals.

While the mutiny was unsuccessful, it caused the British to increase their

political and military presence in India. The British government, instead of

allowing the British East India Companyto rule India, made Indiaan official
colony. British rule over India wouldlast until 1947.

Boxer Rebellion By the late 19th century, European powers and Japan
were “carving up” China, each seeking a sphere ofinfluence. While the Qing
Empressstill ruled, shefelt threatened by these foreign assaults on her country.

In 1898, she gave some support to attacks on foreigners in port cities.
Carrying out these attacks were members of the Society of Righteous and
Harmonious Fists. Since this group was also known as the Boxers, their
actions became knownasthe Boxer Rebellion. They recruited economically

depressed peasants angered by growing foreign power in their country.
Many wereparticularly offended by Christian missionaries, whom they felt
disrespected their traditions.

 

Eight countries or colonies sent forces into China to put down the Boxer Rebellion:
Japan,the United States, Great Britain, India, France, Germany,Austria, andItaly.

Credit: Wikimedia Commons
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France awarded medals to soldiers who helped
defeat the Boxer Rebellion in China.

Credit: Getty Images

In 1900, the Boxers attacked the capital city of Peking, today known as

Beijing, targeting signs of European culture, such as Christian churches. In

response, an international force of about 19,000 soldiers, made up mostly of

Japanese and Russiansput downtherebellion by late 1901. The uprising had

significantresults:

° Deathsin the rebellion may havetotaled 100,000 people.

» The involvement of Japan marked a turning point in Japanese
imperialism in the core of China. This imperialism would continue until

World WarII ended in 1945.

+ Europeans forced the Chinese government to pay more than $330
million in reparations, a tremendous sum. It was the equivalent of about

a year’s income for China’s central government.

Japan Modernizes Japan’s involvement in China waspart ofits rapid

development into a world power. Starting in the 17th century, Japan had

mostly isolated itself from trade with Western powers. Then,in 1853, heavily

armed American ships, led by Commodore Matthew Perry, sailed into Edo,

now called Tokyo. They threatened Japan that they would return andattack

the country if it did not allow more foreign trade. Unprepared for battle, the

Japanese submitted. They opened two ports for trade with European and

American merchants.
Within Japan, the concession to foreigners set off a furious debate. How

could Japan protect iteself from industrialized powers while keeping its

own culture? The debate led to the overthrow of the government, an event

knownas the Meiji Restoration. A new emperor wasseated in 1868. Under

him, Japan sent officials to Europe and America to learn how to grow strong

enough to protectitself. The government built schools, factories, railroads, a

navy modeled on Great Britain’s, and an army modeled on Germany’s. Japan’s

military power enabled it, between 1894 and 1905, to defeat China and Russia

in wars, as well as to help crush the Boxers.

Japan also learned from Europeansthat powerful countries should possess

colonies. It formally seized Korea in 1905. This wasthefirst step in creating an

East Asian empire—a movethat would contribute to the start ofWorld WarII.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: HOW DID COLONIZATION PROMOTE
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC GROWTH?

In the politically and economically competitive environment of the 19th

century, modernity seemed to demand the building of empires. The underlying

assumption among European powers was that empire promoted economic

growth and projectedpolitical strength.

Problems with Imperialism By the early 20th century, as the struggles of

the workers and the burden of imperialist wars began to take its toll, anti-

imperialism gained support. The most popular of those British writers, J.A.

Hobson argued in his book Jmperialism: A Study (1904) that the capitalist

system might have been flawed but was not beyond reform. One flaw was

imperialist competition for new resources and markets. The accumulation of

capital in the hands of a few capitalists who sought greater profit put pressure

on government to take over underdeveloped nations and to protect access to

them. Hobsonthen explained how this was justified, based on the needs of a

growing population or hopes for quick profits, but that those supporting this

greed for territorial acquisition did not consider the associated political and
economiccosts.

Throughouthis prolific career Hobson explained how capitalists demanded

protection and support from their government. Hefurther explained that this

occurred at a time of great nationalist competition, which meantthat protection

brought militarism, international tension and war, as demonstrated initially

in the Boer War and to a greater extent in the First World War. To Hobson,

the colonies that the imperialists demanded did not benefit their nation

economically, as the costs of maintaining the empire were too great and the

inequalities emerging at home and abroadreflected furtherflaws.

Hobsonbelieved that the system could be improved through greater global

cooperation and planning. In contrast, Vladimir Lenin explained that the

imperialist conflicts would causecapitalist nations to destroy each other and

usherin the era of communismin his book Imperialism, The Highest Stage of

Capital Development(1917).

Benefits to SomeIn the late 20th century,historians revisited the roots of the

world economy and the emerging global system. Although French historian

Fernand Braudel popularized the idea of a world economy, it was Immanuel

Wallerstein, an American social scientist, who popularized the world-systems

theory. This theory builds on the work ofHobson and Marxists, such as Lenin,

who noted the system’s inequality. However, Wallerstein described a much

more dynamic system, made up of two mainregions:
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* The core included highly-developednations that accumulated capital and

demanded resources and markets from undevelopedor lesser-developed

regions

° Theperiphery consisted of regionsthat provided resources and markets

as well as labor needed by the core

Wallerstein traced the roots of this world-system to the mid-16th century.

Colonialism became the means by which peripheral states became incorporated

into the world economy. However, Wallerstein noted that politics and culture

vary within the world economy, so nations could be semi-peripheral at some

point andpossibly move to core—orthe other way around, with Spain as a key

example. Although this world-system caused inequalities, its dynamic nature

maintained its durability.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1 and 2 refer to the image below.

Georges Dascher, “The French

Colonies,” the front page of a

French school notebook, c. 1900

 

1. Which of the following most directly led to the spread of ideas such as
those expressed in the image?

a) The desire to disseminate the ideals of the French Revolution

b) Competition for consumer markets during the secondindustrial
revolution

ce) The cultural influence of Romantic writers andartists

d) Efforts by Jesuit missionaries to revive Catholicism

2. The colonial relationship depicted in this image was mostdirectly
undermined by whichofthe following?

a) Ethiopia’s defeat ofItaly

b) Britain’s defeat of the Zulus

c) Britain’s defeat of the Sepoy Rebellion

d) The defeat of the Boxer Rebellion by international forces
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Questions 3-5 refer to the passage below.

° “Laying of a [telegraph] cable from Kiachow [China] to Port Arthur

‘[Manchuria], with connection with the Russian-Siberian cable

+ German coaling and cable stations in the Red Sea, the West Indies, and

near Singapore

° Complete possession of Samoa

° More subsidized German steamship lines to Kiaochow and Korea

° Understanding with France, Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands about

the laying of an independentcable from West Africa through the Congo

to German East Africa, Madagascar, Batavia, and Tongkin to Kiaochow

° Developmentof harbor of Swakopmundandrailroads to Windhoek[in

German Southwest Africa]”

The Program of the Pan-German League, a German

nationalist organization, 1898

3. The Program ofthe Pan-German League is best understood within the

context of which of the following developments?

a) The formation of the European Steel and Coal Community

b) Bismarck’s enactmentof anti-socialist laws

©) Germany’s shift toward a more antagonistic foreign policy under

Wilhelm II

d) Theuse oflaissez-faire policies to stimulate economic growth

4. The policies described in the passage best exemplify which ofthe

following aspects of imperialism?

a) The frequency of military confrontations between the Great Powers

b) The technological infrastructure that facilitated imperial expansion

©) The useofscientific theories as a rationale for colonial domination

d) The creation of a complex system ofalliances to maintain a balance

of power

5. In addition to the factors describedin the passage, which of the

following hadthe greatest impact on European imperial expansion in

the late 19th century?

a) Improvementsin air travel

b) The development ofsynthetic fertilizers

€) The invention of dynamite and other explosives

d) Advances in medicine to combat disease
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Questions 6-8 refer to the passage below.

“Seeing that the Imperialism of the last three decades is clearly condemned

as a businesspolicy, in that at enormous expenseit has procured a small,

bad, unsafe increase of markets, and has jeopardised the entire wealth of the
nation in rousing the strong resentmentof other nations, we may ask, ‘How
is the British nation induced to embark upon such unsound business?’ The
only possible answeris that the business interests of the nation as a whole
are subordinated to those of certain sectional interests that usurp control of
the national resources and use them fortheir private gain. This is no strange
or monstrous charge to bring; it is the commonest disease of all forms of
government. The famous words of Sir Thomas More are as true now as when
he wrote them: ‘Everywhere do I perceive a certain conspiracy of rich men
seeking their own advantage under the nameandpretext ofthe commonwealth.’

Although the new Imperialism has been badbusinessforthe nation,it has been
good business for certain classes and certain trades within the nation. The vast
expenditure on armaments,the costly wars, the grave risks and embarrassments
of foreign policy, the stoppage of political and social reforms within Great
Britain, though fraught with great injury to the nation, have served well the
present businessinterests of certain industries and professions.”

John A. Hobson,British economist, Imperialism: A Study,

1902

6. Hobson’s critique of imperialism is best understood in context of which
of the following?

a) Growing public support for decolonization in Africa and Asia

b) Rising imperialist tensions in the years leading up to the First World
War

c) The increased popularity of fascist parties during the Great

Depression

d) Modernphilosophical movements that emphasized human
irrationality

7. Which claim aboutthe colonial system did Hobson challenge most
directly?

a) That believers in Social Darwinism were correct

b) That imperialists were civilizing colonial subjects

c) That governments benefited from rulinglargerterritories

d) That British prosperity relied on natural resources from colonies
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8. Hobson’s view of imperialism mostlikely would have been shared by

whichofthe following groups in the early 20th century?

a) Socialists

b) Christian missionaries

c) Industrialists

d) Right-wing nationalists

SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

“New Imperialism has long been the object of controversy amonghistorians

becauseof its extraordinary speed and scope; by account, the land area of

the world controlled by Europeansincreased from 35 percentin 1800 to 84.4

percentin 1914...In their fascination with the motivationsofthe imperialists,

mosthistorianstook for granted that the European powersand the United States

had the technical...means to turn their ambition intoreality... Technology is

now widely recognized as a necessary, if not sufficient, explanation for the

New Imperialism in Africa and Asia.”

Daniel Headrick, Tools ofEmpire, 1981

a) Explain how ONEpiece ofevidence supports Headrick’s argument

regarding the reason for New Imperialism from 1870-1914.

b) Explain how ONEpiece of evidence undermines Headrick’s

argumentregarding the reason for New Imperialism from 1870-1914.

c) Explain ONE examplefrom the Age of Exploration in the 15th

or 16th century that provoked a similar argument described by

Headrick.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONE example of how imperial encounters with non-

European peoples influenced the styles and/or subject matter of

artists from 1870-1914.

b) Describe ONE example of how imperial encounters with non-

European peoples influenced the styles and/or subject matter of

writers from 1870-1914.

c) Explain ONE examplefrom the Age of Exploration (1500-1700) on

how encounters with non-European peoples influenced European

culture or society.
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LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the majorreason for a change in Europeanattitudes toward

imperialism after 1870.

2. Evaluate ONE important change between European expansion during

the European Age of Exploration (16th-18th centuries) and the New

Imperialism of the 19th century.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain what caused the intensification of

Europeanefforts at global control and the resulting tensions among the

Great Powers.

WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: IDENTIFY CONTINUITY AND CHANGE

Historians often write about continuity and change over time—what remains

constant and whatevolves. One historian might view European imperialism

as evidenceof continuity in history: people have beenfighting and exploiting

others as far backin history as we have evidence for. Another historian might

view imperialism in the context of change: the weaponsand tactics of 19th

century Europeansdiffered greatly even from those of 17th century Europeans.

Some have argued violenceofall sorts, including imperialism and war, has

been slowly decreasing in human society. Writing clearly and powerfully

about continuity and change overtimeis a required skill on the AP exam.

To think and write like a historian, practice understanding historical events

in terms of continuity and change over time. Look for ways that people

or societies stay the same. Look for the turning-point events that signal

importantshifts. Then consider how these two forces of continuity and change

interacted. International trade was an example of continuity during the period

of imperialism. However, the development of steam-powered ships and

locomotives brought change as these technologies revolutionizedtrade.

Also examine “tipple effects”—the series of changes that spread out from a

main effect. How often have merchants, armies, or missionaries movedinto a

region and affected its history in ways both large and small? Such details often

set into motion the big patterns that keep repeating, such as the rise of empires,

forced migrations, the spread of diseases, and exchangesofideas and cultures.
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Whichthree ofthe statements belowbestillustrate continuity?

1. The search for raw materials and markets for manufactured goods

fostered imperialist expansion in Asia and Africa, muchasit had earlier

in the Americas.

y This latest wave of imperialist expansion was once again fueled by

economic rivalries among European powers.

3. Revolutionary advancements in weaponry combined with the

development of capitalism combined to ensure European domination

overless-developed regions.

4. Even as European formercolonies in Central and South America

gained independence, new colonial uprisings sprang up, such as the

creation of India’s Congress Party and the Boxer Rebellion in China.

5, Thanks to better medical techniques such as quinine for malaria and

use of antiseptics, Europeans were more successful at adapting to life

overseas,

Whichof the following topic sentences best addresses the reasoning skill of

continuity and change over time?

6. a. The “new imperialism”ofthe late 19th and early 20th centuries

was promoted in Europeannations by interest groups that included

politicians, military officials and soldiers, missionaries, explorers,

journalists, and intellectuals.

b. Millions of Europeanscarried their culture abroad to the Americas and

elsewhere through emigration and helped create a variety of mixed

cultures around the world.

¢. The European imperial outreach of the 19th century was in some ways

a continuation of three centuries of colonization, but it also resulted

from the economic pressures and necessities of a maturing industrial

capitalist economy.
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